
Almost Single Novel by Advaita Kala - A
Delightful Journey into Modern Relationships
Are you ready for a rollercoaster ride through the complexities of modern
relationships, sprinkled with humor, wit, and relatable characters? Look no further
than "Almost Single" by Advaita Kala. This timeless novel provides an
entertaining and insightful look into the lives of single women navigating the
challenges of love and self-discovery in contemporary India.



The Plot

"Almost Single" follows the story of Aisha Bhatia, a fiercely independent woman in
her late twenties who works as a relationship counselor in Delhi. Despite her
professional expertise, Aisha struggles to find her own perfect match. As she
navigates through blind dates, party circuits, and office politics, Aisha's
adventures are both comical and introspective.
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The novel takes us on a journey through Aisha's love life, her friendships, and her
search for personal fulfillment. Advaita Kala's portrayal of the modern urban
landscape in India adds an extra layer of authenticity and relatability to the story.

The Characters

Kala expertly brings to life a diverse cast of characters, each with their quirks and
flaws. Aisha's friends, Misha, Anushka, and Sandeep, provide a solid support
system as they face their own struggles and triumphs. They embody the
insecurities, aspirations, and dreams of many young adults today.

As we delve deeper into their lives, we witness the dynamics of friendship, the
challenges of societal expectations, and the constant search for love and
companionship. Kala paints a realistic picture of the complexities of modern
relationships, tugging at our heartstrings and making us root for these characters.

The Writing Style

Advaita Kala's writing style is witty, engaging, and full of punchy one-liners. Her
ability to weave humor into serious themes is commendable. The dialogues are
crisp and authentic, capturing the essence of contemporary urban culture in India.
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Kala's descriptive language brings alive the bustling streets of Delhi, the
excitement of nightlife, and the madness of romantic entanglements. Through her
words, readers are transported into the heart of the story, feeling the emotions
and dilemmas faced by the characters.

Relevance in Today's World

"Almost Single" addresses the universal themes of love, self-discovery, and the
search for happiness. While the story is set in urban India, its core ideas resonate
with readers from different cultural backgrounds. The struggles, insecurities, and
dreams of the characters are relatable, making the novel transcend geographical
boundaries.

In a society that often puts pressure on women to conform to societal norms and
expectations, "Almost Single" empowers readers to embrace their individuality
and make choices that align with their desires and aspirations. It sheds light on
the importance of self-love and personal growth, reminding us that being single
doesn't equate to being incomplete.

If you're looking for a delightful, thought-provoking, and humorous read, "Almost
Single" is the perfect novel for you. Advaita Kala's storytelling prowess, relatable
characters, and insightful exploration of modern relationships make this book a
standout in contemporary Indian literature.

Join Aisha Bhatia on her journey of self-discovery, as she learns to navigate the
complexities of modern love and relationships. You won't be able to put this book
down, and it will leave you wanting more from the talented writer, Advaita Kala.
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In a city where old is meeting new, daughters are surprising mothers, and love is
breaking all the rules, this heartfelt and wickedly funny cross-cultural debut novel
introduces a smart, irreverent young woman searching for independence and
matrimony in a culture bound by tradition.

Between elegant soirees and the occasional mortifying mishap, Aisha Bhatia’s job
as guest relations manager at New Delhi’s five-star Grand Orchid Hotel is
intermittently fabulous—she certainly knows her wines and cheeses. But despite
a life filled with good friends and first-class travel accommodations, the fact is that
not many twenty-nine-year-old women in India are single—as Aisha’s mother
never fails to remind her. Somewhere a clock is ticking, though as far as Aisha is
concerned, it can be cheerfully drowned out by laughter over a champagne
brunch. Yet when the handsomely chiseled Karan Verma arrives from New York,
Aisha experiences an unexpected attitude adjustment. Karan is everything she’s
ever wanted…that is, if she actually knew what she wanted. Is it possible that
she’s about to find out?

Savvy, sexy, and unforgettable, Almost Singletackles the loving, exasperating tug-
of-war between mothers and daughters, traditional customs and contemporary
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romance—and what happens when a modern Indian woman is caught in the
middle.
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